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Australia’s CB warns of ‘very large’ 
GDP slump, keeps record low rates

The dollar is still king, 
even as virus slams US 

OPEC+ may reach output cut if US joins 
DUBAI/LONDON/MOSCOW: Major oil producers
including Saudi Arabia and Russia are likely to agree
to cut production at a meeting tomorrow but only if
the United States joins the effort, aimed at coping with
the disastrous effect of the coronavirus on fuel
demand, three OPEC+ sources said.

Worldwide oil demand has dropped by roughly 30
percent, or about 30 million barrels a day, at the same
time that Saudi Arabia and Russia have been flooding
markets with extra supply. 

Meanwhile, oil prices rebounded yesterday on fresh
hopes an OPEC-led meeting this week will reach an
agreement to reduce oversupply and shore up the
market. Prices have fallen sharply since expectations
for a quick deal to cut output levels were dashed, but
the rescheduling to tomorrow of a meeting of major
crude producers boosted sentiment.

US benchmark West Texas Intermediate was up
3.83 percent to $27.08 a barrel in Asian morning trade.

A barrel of Brent crude, the international benchmark,
was trading 2.81 percent higher at $33.98. Prices fell to
18-year lows last week as the market wallowed in
oversupply arising from a price war between Saudi
Arabia and Russia, which have ramped up production.
“Prices recovered some of the early losses, as both
Russia and Saudi Arabia suggested they would be
willing to cut production but only if the rest of the
world followed suit,” ANZ Bank said in a note. “The

stumbling block appears to be the US, which is reluc-
tant to join an agreement.” But with US Energy
Secretary Dan Brouillette holding talks with Saudi
Arabia and Russia, “the market is hopeful of some sort
of agreement”, the bank added.

“Ultimately there is hope that cooler heads will pre-
vail, and producers will reconcile and formulate a
response that puts a floor under oil prices,” said
AxiCorp global market strategist Stephen Innes.

“Still, the challenge remains to the extent which
producers are willing to cut.” Last week, in response
to a weeks-long market rout, the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries and its allies including
Russia, a group known as OPEC+, started talking
about cutting production, but want other non-OPEC
nations to participate, particularly the United States.
“Without the US, no deal,” one of the sources said.
Two OPEC sources said tomorrow’s meeting would be
held by video conference at 1400 GMT.

The United States has not committed to taking part
in any deal, which US President Donald Trump has said
could take 10 percent to 15 percent of world supply off
the market. US companies cannot coordinate produc-
tion due to antitrust laws. The White House has said it
was encouraging talks between the other countries,
instead. Major US oil companies and industry groups
are opposed to mandated cuts, which would be an
extraordinary step in the United States.

On Friday, G20 energy ministers and members of
some other international organizations will hold their
own video conference, hosted by Saudi Arabia, a sen-
ior Russian source told Reuters. Efforts to get the
United States involved in the production cut deal will
be on the agenda, the source said.

Russia and Saudi Arabia have long been frustrated
that curbs by OPEC and others have left a gap that has
been filled by shale oil firms in the United States, which
became the world’s biggest producer. — Agencies

CARDIFF: An electronic display board shows the price in pence per litre for petrol and diesel fuels, at a Tesco supermarket in Cardiff, south Wales as life in Britain continues
during the nationwide lockdown to combat the novel coronavirus pandemic. — AFP

With oil industry in 
crisis, hedge funds 
sense turning point
LONDON: Hedge fund managers sensed oil prices
were nearing a turning point last week, and for the first
time in more than two months started to add long posi-
tions in anticipation prices would bounce from an unsus-
tainable low. Overall, hedge funds and other money man-
agers were still net sellers of 19 million barrels of petro-
leum in the six most important futures and options con-
tracts in the week ending on March 31.

But they initiated 40 million barrels of new purchases
as well as 59 million barrels of fresh sales, according to
position records published by ICE Futures Europe and
the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission. The
number of new purchases was the highest since before
Christmas and the first time any new long positions had
been added on net since late January.

Portfolio managers added long positions mostly in
crude with new longs initiated in NYMEX and ICE WTI
(+33 million barrels) and to a lesser extent Brent (+8
million). With both WTI and Brent prices close to multi-
decade lows, and wellhead prices in the oilfields of Texas
even lower, close to their lowest levels for 40 years in
real terms, prices began to look unsustainable.

Extreme high and low prices are dynamically unsta-
ble and never last for very long because they compel
rapid and substantial adjustments in consumption and/or
production. Extreme high prices in 2008, 2011 and 2018,
and extreme lows in 1986, 1998 and 2008, lasted briefly
in each case, usually just a few weeks or a couple of
months. — Reuters

‘What will I live 
on?’: Crisis-hit 
Europeans seek aid 
BERLIN:  Thousands of self-employed people across
Europe have found themselves without work from one
day to the next as governments ordered shops shut,
events cancelled and gatherings banned to stem conta-
gion of the novel coronavirus. AFP has spoken to a
cross-section of society hard hit by the ensuing eco-
nomic crisis-some who have received much needed gov-
ernment aid, as well as others who are still waiting. 

‘What will I live on?’
German opera singer Anna Luise Oppelt was on tour

when she received the bad news: all the concerts she had
booked have been cancelled through April because of
the COVID-19 pandemic.

“I was thinking: Oh God, I have nothing on, what
would I live on in the next months?” the 35-year-old told
AFP. With Easter round the corner, Oppelt’s calendar
had been packed with church concerts.

After learning about an economic aid package worth
over a trillion euros ($1.1 trillion) deployed by Chancellor
Angela Merkel’s government, Oppelt quickly sought
help. She admitted suffering a few nerve-wrecking
moments when she saw a queue of around 140,000
people ahead of her on her first try to fill in an online
form seeking aid. “But I thought, they said there is
enough to go around. It must work.”

On Monday morning, it was finally her turn to fill in
the online form, which she completed in 35 minutes. “On

Tuesday evening, I got an email confirmation and the
money was already in my bank account,” she said of the
5,000 euros that is to help tide her over for six months.

“It is great that they decided very, very quickly. It
should be enough for half a year, it’s small help but a
good help.”

‘Germany is amazing’ 
Berlin-based Australian artist Anto Christ also saw

her income stream dry up when Germany went into a
lockdown. “I’m an artist everyday, but for money, I do
workshops with children and I work at a club, I have a
mini contract with them so they pay me a little bit, that’s
only 400 euros a month.

“My bills and everything, that doesn’t cover even
that.” After hearing about the aid scheme from a friend,
she quickly applied. “Not only we got it approved in four
days but we got it straight away,” said the 34-year-old.
“I think Germany is amazing.”

‘Counting on this’ 
Elsewhere in Europe, it was a more uncertain wait.

Sara Matteuzzi who manages three AirBnB apartments
in the center of Rome is now without income as tourists
deserted the country that had become the epicenter of
the pandemic. Three South Americans whom she
employs to clean the apartments have also found them-
selves without work.

“I have asked for 600 euros in help from the state for
self-employed workers,” she said, explaining that she has
“fees and rent to pay”. Matteuzzi counted among the
first to file her request with the National Institute of
Social Security on April 1.

“They responded 24 hours later to say they’ll give me
a number for the process. But nothing more concrete.
I’m really counting on this.”

‘Very complicated form’ 
Cecilia Gaspar, 52, a Peruvian national who cleans an

office in Rome is now without work. She has sought food
vouchers from the local authorities to be able to afford
daily necessities, including for her daughter who has a
newborn.

After filling in a “very complicated form”, she was
informed that she will receive a message on her phone
detailing where she can get her voucher. “I am eligible
because I’ve lost my cleaning jobs that help me to make
ends meet,” she said. But even that help won’t arrive
before April 9 — with no details thus far on how and
where. — AFP

Cancelled shows are a disappointment for spectators but
mean no money for food and rent for artists. Self-employed
often slip through social safety nets and they are faring vari-
ously in this crisis. — AFP

Oil prices rebound on hopes for production cut deal

Norway, Canada 
signal willingness 

to cut output


